In these lectures, I will try to explain some interactions between the classic theory of linear differential equations in one complex variable with polynomial coefficients, and the theory of one-parameter families of exponential sums over finite fields.
What kind of exponential sums are we talking about? Suppose we start with some polynomial over Z in some number n of variables f(X l9 X 29 ... 9 X n )€Z [X l9 X 29 
...,X n ].
A fundamental question (perhaps the fundamental question) we can ask about such an ƒ is: Does ƒ = 0 have a solution in integers? Clearly, if there exists an integer solution, then for any prime p there exists a solution in the finite field Z/pZ ; simply reduce mod p any integer solution. (For any ring R, ƒ maps R n to R. When we say "a solution of ƒ = 0 in R," we mean an «-tuple of elements (a { , ... , a n ) of R such that f (a) = 0 in R.) Thus, for example, equations of the form
with any exponents a , b, c, d all > 1, have no integer solutions, because they have no solutions mod 2. Similarly, the equation
3 -X -1 has no integer solutions, because it has none mod 3. And for any prime p > 5, the equation
X
p~l + Y p~l = 3, or =4, or..., or = p -I has no integer solutions, because it has none mod p (the left-hand side is always 0, 1, or 2 mod p). So it is always a good idea to check first for the existence of mod p solutions of any equation we hope to solve in integers. Staying with the same ƒ, a second question that one often asks is: Does ƒ = N have an integer solution for every integer JV? Or the variant: Does ƒ = N have an integer solution for every sufficiently large N ? If we try checking for mod p solutions of all the equations ƒ = N, for all N sufficiently large, we are really looking at only p distinct equations mod p, since all the sufficiently large JV's have as reductions mod p only the elements of Z/pZ. The result of counting the number of mod p solutions of all these equations, then, is the Z-valued function on ZjpZt \-+ Sol(/, p, t) := the number of mod p solutions of ƒ = t. Now Z/pZ is a finite abelian group under addition, and as such has a Pontrayagin dual group, the group of all the C-valued additive characters y/: Z/pZ -• C x . One particular y/, which we will denote y/ p , is given by
y/ p {x) := exp(2nix/p).
Any y/ is of the form x »-• y/ p (tx) for some unique t in Z/pZ, and the pairing (^, JC) i -• y/ p (tx) makes Z/pZ into its own Pontrayagin dual.
Now let us return to the Z-valued function on Z/pZ tt-+Sol(f,p,t).
We lose no information if we view it as C-valued rather than Z-valued, and we lose no information if we pass to its Fourier transform, namely to the function on the character group
V» Yl V{t)Sol{f,p,t). tmod p
An alternate expression for the value at i// of the Fourier transform is V^ J2 V(f(x l9 ... 9 x n )). The exponential sums we have in mind are precisely the values of this Fourier transform, i.e., the sums E v(/(*i >--•>*"))
x { ,...,x M mod p for each additive character y/ of Z/pZ. Here is a mild generalization. Suppose instead of "just" wanting solutions off=N for all TV > 0, we wanted solutions which were also solutions of a finite list of other equations G x = 0, G 2 = 0, ... , G r = 0. Then we would consider ƒ not as a function on the entire affine space A n , but rather on the affine variety V c A n which is defined by the simultaneous vanishing of the G t 's. Repeating the above steps for this modified problem, we would find ourselves dealing with the sums
E v(/(*))-xev(z/pz) (For any ring R, V(R) is the set of «-tuples (x) in R
n on which all the G t (x) = 0 in R.)
So the situation now is this: We start with an affine variety V over Z, and a function ƒ on V. For every prime /?, and every additive character y/ of Z/pZ, we have the exponential sum
E ^(/(*))-xev(z/pz)
A modest generalization of this situation is to replace Z by any ring R which is finitely generated as a Z-algebra (e.g., a finite field, Z [~] , or the ring of integers in a finite extension of Q, or ... ), and to look at any finite field k, any ring homomorphism q>: R -• k, any additive character y/ of k, and the exponential sum
E v(/(*))>
where we have written V for the variety over k obtained by applying cp to the coefficients of the defining equations of V. For R = Z, the only thing that has changed is that we form the exponential sum over any finite field, not just over a prime field. (In order to get a "standard" nontrivial character y/ k of an arbitrary finite field k, it is enough to compose y/ p (p := the characteristic of k) with the trace map from k to its prime field Z/pZ ; then every character of k is of the form x \-> y/ k (tx) for a unique t in k, and the pairing y/ k {tx) makes k self-dual.)
There is a big a priori distinction between what happens when y/ is the trivial character, and when it is not.
Let us first discuss the (highly nontrivial) case when y/ is trivial. Then each term in the sum is 1 (independently of the function ƒ), so the sum is just the number of fc-valued points of V^ , the variety over k deduced from V by applying (p to the coefficients of the defining equations of V. Here are two typical examples of what we are talking about.
Example 1. Take R = Z[^], F the affine curve y 2 = 4x
3 -x-1. This is (the complement of the origin in) an elliptic curve over Z [^] . For each prime p ^ 2, 13, and each integer n > 1, let us denote by N(V\p n ) := the number of F p "-valued points on V. It has been known since the 1920s (Artin's thesis [Ar] , F. K. Schmidt [Sch] ) that for each p ^ 2, 13, there exist two complex numbers a p and fi p such that ® p fi p = p and such that, for every n > 1, we have 
What we can say about this question depends a great deal on whether or not the elliptic curve in question has "complex multiplication" ["CM" for short] or not. Recall that over C, the C-valued points E(C) of an elliptic curve E form a complex torus C/L, where L is a lattice in C, say L = Zco { + Zoe 2 with T := co 2 /co { having Im(r) > 0. This T is uniquely determined by E up to the fractional linear action of SL(2, Z) on the upper half-plane. In these terms, CM means that there exist complex numbers a, with a not in Z such that the "complex multiplication by a " map z \-+ az of C to itself maps the lattice L to itself, and thus defines a complex analytic endomorphism of C/L. In terms of r, CM means precisely that T is quadratic over Q. Intrinsically, CM means that E as a commutative algebraic group has more endomorphisms than just multiplication by integers. For example, the curve y 2 = x 3 -1 has CM (cube roots of unity act, by (x, y) •-* (Ç 3 x, y), and r is exp(2rc f/3)), and the curve y 2 = x 3 -x has CM (fourth roots of unity act, by ((x, y) i-> {-x, iy), and T is i).
For a CM elliptic curve, this problem was solved, first by Weil [We] in some special cases, and then in general by Deuring [Deu] , in the early 1950s. Our example curve, however, is not a CM curve (its j invariant, 1728/(-26), blows up at 13, whereas the j invariant of a CM curve is always an algebraic integer). For non-CM elliptic curves, even the distribution of the angles û p € [0, n] is the subject of a long-standing conjecture, the Sato-Tate conjecture.
To explain what this conjecture says, let us recall first the general notion of equidistribution. Suppose X is a compact space, and li is a positive R-valued Borel measure on X of total mass 1. A sequence of points {x n } n>l in X is said to be equidistributed for ix if for every continuous C-valued function ƒ on X, we can integrate ƒ against ju by averaging it over more and more of the points, i.e., if
To check equidistribution, it suffices to check ƒ 's running over a set of functions whose C-span is uniformly dense in all continuous functions on X. For example, if X is the circle \z\ = 1, one can test only the functions z H+ z n for all n e Z. If X is [0, n], one could test any of the following three sequences of functions:
If X is a finite abelian group G, one can check either by using all the C-valued characters of G, or by using the characteristic functions of all the elements of G. The best-known and oldest equidistribution theorem is Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progression. To put it into our setting, fix an integer N > 2, take for X the finite abelian group (Z/NZ) X of units mod N, and consider the sequence of elements of G, indexed by the primes p which don't divide N, given by {p mod N}.
To say that this sequence is equidistributed in (Z/JVZ) X , with respect to normalized Haar measure, is precisely to say that for each given value a G (Z/NZ) X , the density of those p with p = a mod N is \/<p(N), as one sees by testing equidistribution using characteristic functions.
Another example of equidistribution, this time due to Hecke (cf. [La] , p. 318, Example 2), concerns the angles of Gaussian primes (i.e., of primes in the ring Z[i] of Gaussian integers). Every odd Gaussian prime has a unique generator n which satisfies n = 1 mod (2 + 2/). We will refer to the ratio n/\n\ on the unit circle as the "angle" of the prime. The assertion is that the angles of the odd Gaussian primes are equidistributed in the unit circle, with respect to its normalized Haar measure.
Yet another example of equidistribution, due to Heath-Brown and Patterson [HBP] , concerns the angles of the cubic gauss sums. For each prime p, consider the sum
This sum is real, and it vanishes trivially unless p = 1 mod 3 (otherwise XHJ   3 is bijective on Z/pZ). For p = 1 mod 3, one knows that \g(p)\ < 2y/p. Therefore there is a unique "angle" û p e [0, n] for which g(p) -(2yjp) oes(û p ). The assertion (cf. [Pa, Appendix II] ) is that the sequence of angles {& p } p =i mod 3 is equidistributed in [0, n] for the uniform measure (l/n)dû. The Sato-Tate conjecture is that for a non-CM elliptic curve over Q, so with good reduction over some Z [^] , the sequence of angles {& p } p is equidistributed in [0, n] for the "Sato-Tate measure" ju ST := (2/n) sin ûdû. It is not known in a single case. However, the "function field analogue" of it is known (Yoshida [Yo] Just to show how very little is known, let us derive an elementarysounding consequence of the Sato-Tate conjecture which is itself unknown. Thus let E be a non-CM elliptic curve over Q, so with good reduction over some Z [^] . For each p prime to m, we denote by N the number of mod p points (x, y) on E (i.e., not including the point oo), so that the angle û p in [0, n] is defined by p -N p = 2y/pcos(û p ). Since the Sato-Tate measure on [0, n] is symmetric about the midpoint f , and cos(#) is positive in [0, f ) and negative in (f , n], it would follow that the set of primes p for which p > N has density \, as does the set of primes p for which p < N p . This is not known. (It is known (cf. [Se, Exercise 2] ) that the set of primes p for which p = N , or indeed for which û p is any given angle, has density zero, for any non-CM E over Q.) Example 2. Let p be a prime with p > 5,
R = F p [T, l/(T(T-27))],
V the affine curve y 2 = 4x 3 -Tx -T. This is (the complement of the origin in) an elliptic curve over R. Its j invariant, (12) 3 T/(T -27), is nonconstant (we took p > 5 to assure this). For each power q of p , and each / e F^(:= the finite field with q elements) with t ^ 0, 27, this equation over F^ , with T »-» t, is an elliptic curve. Just as above, it has an associated angle û t in [0, n] we see that as the prime p increases to oo, the measures fi p converge weakly to fi ST , a fact that was established already by Birch [Bi] in the late sixties.
To "see" what is going on, think of all the angles û p t arranged on graph paper, with p along the x-axis and t along the y-axis. Then in successive vertical columns, the angles in each column get "more and more equidistributed" with respect to Sato-Tate measure (by which we mean that the measures /u p converge weakly to /u ST , and that the above estimate holds). We will summarize this by saying that we have "vertical equidistribution." From this point of view, the Sato-Tate conjecture for the curve y - is the statement that the horizontal sequence of angles {û p { } p>l7
(we may leave out any finite chunk of angles without affecting equidistribution) is equidistributed in [0, n] for // ST .
Similarly, if we fix any rational number a / 0, 27, then the equation y = 4x -ax -a defines an elliptic curve E a over Q with good reduction outside some finite set of primes. So it makes sense to speak of the angles û a for all p where E a has good reduction. (Notice that if a is a true fraction, then the a in û a means " a mod p ." When we go to graph the level set " t = a," it is quite a mess. Of course if a is a positive integer, then as soon as p > a this level set is really a horizontal line of height a.)
Since there are some values of a for which the curve E has a CM, we cannot hope that every horizontal sequence of angles {û p a } p will be equidistributed with respect to ju ST , since we know that this will fail if E is CM (see CM Note at the end of this section). On the other hand, there is a lot of computer computation which is compatible with the Sato-Tate conjecture. However, such evidence by itself is not too convincing, because a random horizontal sequence of angles will be equidistributed with respect to Sato-Tate.
Here is a precise statement. Take any infinite set S of primes p > 5. Denote by X the product space X := Yl pe s^(^p) > recall Jf(F p ) := F p -{0, 27} , and endow each factor F p -{0, 27} with the measure which gives each point mass l/(p -2). Denote by ju prod the product measure on X. Now a point x of the space X is a sequence {(p ,a p )} p where each a p is an element of F^-jO, 27} . Attached to each element x in X is the sequence of angles {û D a } D indexed by the primes p in S. Theorem (joint with O. Gabber). The set of points x in X for which the associated sequence of angles is equidistributed with respect to ju ST has measure 1 in X with respect to the measure ju prod on X. Proof. Once properly set up, this is an easy consequence of the strong law of large numbers. One shows that for each integer n > 1, the set of x in X such that successively averaging over its sequence of angles correctly integrates the function f^D) := sin(wd)/sin(d) has measure one. This is done by considering, for n > 2 fixed (the case n -1 being trivial), the sequence of independent functions {f n p } peS on X given by and applying to this sequence of independent functions the strong law of large numbers. These functions are all bounded (by n), so their variances are bounded (by n 2 ). Their expectations over X are tautologically given by E( f n ) := ƒ f n djLt p . So from the above estimate for ƒ f n d/u p , we see that for fixed n , the E(f n ) tend to zero (rather fast, being 0(1/y/p), but this is not needed) as p grows. converges almost everywhere to zero, which is precisely the statement that the sequence of angles attached to x correctly (since ƒ f n dju ST = 0 for n > 2) integrates f n for almost all x. One then uses the fact that a countable union of sets of measure zero is of measure zero, so with probability one our x correctly integrates all the functions f n . Q.E.D.
In other words, as soon as we know "vertical equidistribution" with a tiny bit of uniformity in p, then with probability one we have horizontal equidistribution. Of course this result tells us nothing about any particular horizontal sequence; it could even be the case that the entire countable set of horizontal sequences we are interested in (the angles of E a for a e Q -{0, 27}) lies in the exceptional set of measure zero where Sato-Tate does not hold!
CM Note.
Here is what happens if we start with an elliptic curve E a over Q which is CM, say with CM by the ring of integers in a quadratic imaginary field K. For those primes p > 5 of good reduction which do not split in K, the angle û p a is always f (because E mod p is then a supersingular elliptic curve over F ). If we look at the primes p > 5 of good reduction which do split in AT, the sequence of angles {û p a } psplits in [0, n] is equidistributed not with respect to Sato-Tate measure // ST := (%)sin 2 ûdû, but rather with respect to uniform measure (£) dû. (For by Deuring [Deu] we are dealing with the angles of a unitary grossencharacter of infinite order, and by Hecke these are equidistributed in angular sectors.) Here is an example, due essentially to Gauss (cf. the "last entry" in his mathematical diary): take the CM curve y 2 = x 3 -x over Q, which has CM by Z [z] . Each rational prime p = 1 mod 4 splits in Z[i] as p = nit, where n and its complex conjugate It are odd Gaussian primes both = 1 mod (2 + 2Ï).
SECOND LECTURE
In today's lecture, I want to try to explain the modern approach to equidistribution, and to show you "where the Sato-Tate measure comes from." This is a pretty long story, which starts in the early 1920s and culminates in the middle 1970s with Deligne's Weil II [De 7], so we will have to leave out some of the details.
For motivation, let us begin with a smooth connected complex algebraic variety X. Sometimes we will want to think of it algebraically, i.e., to think of the equations which define it, and sometimes we want to think of its C-valued points X(C) as a complex manifold " X an ," so that we can draw pictures and apply our topological intuition. For instance, sometimes we think of an elliptic curve as given by an equation, and sometimes we want to think of it as a complex torus.
When we think about X an , we can apply to it the full arsenal of standard algebraic topology, and in particular we can talk about its integral cohomology groups H\X an , Z) and its integral cohomology groups with compact support H l c (X an , Z) ; we know that these are Z-modules of finite type with a plethora of functorial properties. How much of this can be defined purely algebraically (i.e., only using the equations which define X, but without using the to emphasize their purely algebraic nature. These are called the /-adic cohomology groups of X (resp. ... with compact support).
What is even better for our purposes, the theory exists not just for complex varieties, but for arbitrary varieties X over arbitrary algebraically closed fields k ; the only proviso is that if one is over a ground field of positive characteristic p , one must be sure to choose a prime / ^ p. In the following discussion, we will always assume that / has been so chosen. Now suppose we start with an algebraic variety X over a finite field F^ . Then by extending scalars from F^ to an algebraic closure F , we get a variety X := X ® F F over an algebraically closed field. So we can speak of the finitely generated Z / -modules H l (X, X^), H l c {X 9 Z/) 9 and of the finite-dimensional Q / -vector spaces
Because the theory is so functorial, the Galois group of F over F^ operates on these cohomology groups. This Galois group is a free profinite group on one canonical generator, namely the #th power map z \-> z q on F q , which is called the "arithmetic Frobenius." The inverse of this generator is called the "geometric Frobenius," and denoted Frob^ . This geometric Frobenius, and its action on the compact cohomology of X, entirely determines the Diophantine structure of X. One has the Lefschetz trace formula (cf. [Gro 2]), according to which
and for every n > 1,
So we are in the strange situation of writing an ordinary whole number as an alternating sum of /-adic numbers! (And even today it is not known in general that the individual traces are in Z, and independent of the choice of / ; although it is known if X is both proper and smooth, as a consequence of Deligne' which respects the action of Frob p .
To understand this better, recall (cf. [Gro 3, SGA1]) that for any connected scheme X, one has its profinite n x , which classifies the finite etale coverings of X. (Strictly speaking, one must pick base points, but we will ignore this difficulty and work up to conjugacy.) For variable X, n x is covariant, and for X = Spec(fc) with k a field, n x is just the Galois group of k over k. For X a scheme, and k a field, we can interpret a /c-valued point x e X(k) as a map of schemes (p: Spec(/c) -• X. By the covariance of n x , we get a homomorphism Gal(/c//c) -• n x (X) (well defined up to conjugacy in the target). So if k is a finite field F^ , we can attach to each F^-valued point x e X(F q ) the image of Frob^ in n x (X), which we denote Frob ; it is well defined as a conjugacy class in n x (X), and is called the Frobenius conjugacy class attached to the pair (F g9 x in X(V g )).
Example. For the scheme X := Spec(Z[^]), n x (X) is the quotient of the absolute Galois group of Q which classifies those finite extensions of Q which are unramified outside of primes dividing m . (For X the spec of any normal integral domain R, n x (X) is the quotient of the absolute Galois group of the fraction field K of R, which classifies those finite separable extensions E of K such the integral closure of R in E is finite etale over R.)
In the classical case, finite-dimensional linear representations of n x give us "local coefficient systems." Such local systems occur naturally as the "cohomology along the fibers" of nice fiber spaces over X. It makes sense to take cohomology with values in such a local system. And there is a general notion of a "constructible sheaf' such that a local system is a particularly nice kind of constructible sheaf. In the /-adic theory things work just the same.
The main new aspect of the theory comes on schemes X of finite type over Z, where the n x contains all the various Frobenius conjugacy classes Frob^ x . For & an /-adic local system (i.e., a finite-dimensional Q / -representations of n x , sometimes called a lisse sheaf), we can speak of the action of Frob x on «^, its trace, its eigenvalues, etc. These notions also make sense for the more general notion of a constructible /-adic sheaf, a sheaf whose restriction to each piece of a stratification of X as a finite disjoint union of locally closed subvarieties is lisse.
For X over a finite field F^ , and SF on X, the Lefschetz trace formula asserts that
In the case of the constant sheaf SP = Q / , corresponding to the trivial one-dimensional representation of n l , this is the earlier Lefschetz formula. Now let F be a scheme of finite type over Z, ƒ : X -> 7 a map of finite type, and & a constructible /-adic sheaf on Z. For every integer i, we can form the higher direct image with compact support R l fiSF, which will be a constructible /-adic sheaf on Y. Its formation commutes with passage to fibers [Gro 3, SGA4] . Thus, for any finite field F^ , and any point y in y(F ), the action of Frob^ on the fiber In this context, we can state the fundamental estimate of Weil II in its full generality. We say that a constructible sheaf & on X is "punctually pure of weight w " if for every finite field F^ and every x in X(F ), the eigenvalues of Frob^ x acting on 5^ are algebraic numbers all of whose Q-conjugates have complex absolute value (y/q) w . We say that & is "mixed of weight < w " if it is a successive extension of constructible sheaves, each of which is punctually pure of some weight which is < w .
Theorem. (Deligne, Weil II [De 7] The essential case is when y is a smooth, geometrically connected curve over F . For instance, consider the situation of Example 2. p > 5 , R = F p [T, l/(T(T -27) In this example, the only other nonvanishing R l f { Qf occurs for / = 2, and R f l Q / is the Tate twist Q / (-l). (In general, for any integer n, the Tate twist Q / (-n) is the lisse rank one sheaf on which Frob , acts by the scalar q n . If we are willing to replace Q / by a finite extension, it makes sense to speak of this Tate twist when n is a rational number.) So the above formula is just a rewriting of the Lefschetz trace formula So we find that we have been speaking prose all along: The angles û t that we discussed at such length in the first lecture are the ones whose cosines are given by ((j)x) the traces of Frobenius of a lisse rank two sheaf on Y which is pure of weight zero! Believe it or not, this actually represents a tremendous conceptual advance! THIRD LECTURE In this lecture, I want to finish explaining the modern approach to equidistribution. So for today we take a finite field F^ , an open smooth, geometrically connected curve Y over F^ , and a lisse /-adic sheaf 9F on Y which is pure of weight zero. Now ^ "is" an /-adic representation, say p, of the fundamental group n x (Y) in some GL(n, Q / ), which is definable over some unspecified finite extension of Q / . (So now we are considering "lisse Q / -sheaves"; this is an inessential change.) There is short exact sequence of fundamental groups
II
Gal(F^/F ) « Z, with generator Frob^.
The subgroup n { (Y®¥)
of n x (Y) is called the geometric fundamental group of Y, and it is denoted nf om (Y), or just nf om ; for emphasis the entire group n x {Y) is the denoted 7r^r ith , the "arithmetic" fundamental group of Y. (The group 7rf om is "geometric" in the sense that it is the n x of a variety over an algebraically closed field; the group n\ nth is "arithmetic" in the sense that it contains lots of Frobenius conjugacy classes.)
The sheaf & is just a representation of the group 7T* nth , and its inverse image on Y®F q is the restriction of that representation to 7Tj eom . To simplify the exposition, we will make the following hypothesis: (Hyp) Under the representation p, the image p{n\ nt ) lies is G m .
Now choose (!) an isomorphism Q / « C. This allows us to view G m as a semisimple group over C, and to speak of the complex semisimple Lie group G m (C). Let K c G m (C) be a maximal compact subgroup of G geom (C). (For G geom = SL(2), we might take K = SU(2).) Because we are under hypothesis (Hyp), it makes sense to consider the image of a Frobenius p(Frob q n ) G G m (C). (Strictly speaking, it is a conjugacy class in G m (C).)
We know that this element has all its eigenvalues of absolute value one (this is the fact that & is pure of weight zero). We do not know that this element is semisimple (diagonalizable), but we can take the semisimple part of it Jordan decomposition (/?(Frob^« y )) ss , which is both semisimple and has unitary eigenvalues. So certainly (p (Frob q n y ) ) ss lies in a compact subgroup, even in a compact torus, of G m (C). Since any compact subgroup of G geom (C) is conjugate to a subgroup of any chosen maximal compact subgroup AT, we see that (p(Frob q n y )) ss is conjugate in G geom (C) to an element of K. However, it results easily from the Peter-Weyl theorem and the unitarian trick (the fact that the compact group K and the algebraic group G gQom have the "same" finite-dimensional representation theory) that if two elements of K are G geom (C)-conjugate, then they are A^-conjugate. What this means for us is that all possible methods of conjugating (p (Frob q n y ) Here we know ("by inspection") that for each p ^ 2, 3, / we have <Vom," = SL(2), and
Fortunately, the general case behaves in exactly the same way, as results from quite general semicontinuity theorems for /-adic cohomology, and the theory of specialization for n x . For simplicity, we will state it over Z, but one could just as well replace Z by a subring of C which is finitely generated as a Z-algebra. Theorem (cf. [De 7, 1.11.5; Ka 7, 8.18] 
(Y® z C,F).
This concludes our discussion of the exponential sums
E v(/(*)) *€K(fc)
in the case when y/ is the trivial character!!! In the next lecture, we will (finally) begin discussing the case when y/ is nontrivial.
FOURTH LECTURE
So far, in a series of lectures which purport to be about exponential sums and differential equations, we have seen precious few exponential sums, and not a single differential equation. We will now attempt to remedy the situation.
First of all, how can we put exponential sums into the context of /-adic sheaves? Given the general formalism, what we need is this: Given an affine variety V over a finite field k, a function ƒ on V, and a Q / -valued nontrivial additive character y/ of k, we need a lisse, rank one Q / -sheaf -2Ln on V such that for any finite extension E of k , and any point v in V(E), The general formalism of /-adic cohomology tells us that for each /, we simultaneously recover all the cohomology groups In "favorable" circumstances, we will be able to prove that the sheaves R\pT 2 ) l (Jî? , T *) vanish for all but one value, say n, of i, and that this remaining sheaf R n (pr 2 )\{£? ¥ ( T f)) is lisse on G mk , pure of weight n , and it is suitably dual to the same sheaf formed with 1/7. As you can imagine, there is a fair amount of "high technology" which goes into deciding exactly what constitutes favorable circumstances, so I will pass over that entirely, though later I will tell you some examples where we know circumstances to be favorable.
Another obvious way to introduce a parameter into the situation is to consider a second function g on V, and then to look at the family of functions ƒ + Tg, where now T is an additive parameter. This will lead to looking at sheaves on A^ rather than on G m k . Once again, there are lots of circumstances known to be favorable. Now we come to the real point of these lectures. The ( V, ƒ) or (V, ƒ, g) data that go into making these families make sense over Z. And there are lots of cases of data (V, ƒ) or (V, ƒ, g) over Z for which circumstances are favorable for almost all p, and any nontrivial y/. And as explained in the first lecture, one is interested in the equidistribution properties of these sums. As a minor variant on this, one might give on V some lisse sheaf & which is pure of weight zero, rather than the constant sheaf, and look at the families of sums
There are many situations of this type ( V, 9, ƒ ) "over Z " which are also "favorable" in the above sense. Let us suppose that we are in such a case. Then the equidistribution is governed, in each good characteristic p and for each nontrivial y/ , by a certain lisse sheaf
on the parameter space, which is pure of weight zero and lisse of some rank r(p, y/), a certain semisimple algebraic group and the Euler characteristic of the parameter space with coefficients on the sheaf & . Again by using some high technology which I cannot go into here, one can compute all of these data in many particular cases (cf. [Ka 3, Ka 5, Ka 7]). Essentially every time one can carry out such a computation (if there is time later I will explain the proviso "essentially"), one finds that the ranks r(p, y/) of the sheaves «^ , the semisimple algebraic groups Cgeo m , P ,"CGLKp,^)), and the Euler characteristic of the parameter space with coefficients on the sheaf & are all equal, provided that we exclude finitely many bad p.
Here is a table of the common values of these quantities in some very simple examples of favorable situations (cf. [Ka 5, Ka 7] ). In it, -2^ , * is the lisse rank one Kummer sheaf 3* .. on G m , on which Frob E acts by the quadratic character j^^C*)- [Ber] and [Bor] for the general theory of algebraic .^-modules.) Moreover, in the examples above, one can see by explicit calculation that:
(1) Jf is ^-locally free, of finite rank equal to the common rank r. (2) The Euler characteristic of Y with coefficients in Jt, in the sense of algebraic ^-modules ("algebraic de Rham cohomology" in the old terminology) is equal to the common Euler characteristic. What about the common value of the groups G m ? Ever since Picard-Vessiot, there has been the notion of attaching an algebraic group G ,, the differential Galois group, to a linear differential equation, i.e., to an ^f-locally free of finite rank ^-module J(. If ,# is of rank r, then G . is an algebraic subgroup of GL(r). It thus seems foreordained to make the Conjecture. The common value of the G m 's is the differential Galois group G gal .
In the last few minutes, I would like to tell what we know and what we do not know about the truth of this conjecture. Recall that there were two exponential sum situations which we considered:
V in V{E)
We will refer to these as the first case and the second case. 7, 14.6] 
Theorem. ([Ka

Sketch of proof.
To fix ideas, suppose that 9 is the constant sheaf. Then & is the /-adic Fourier transform of RfiQ/ , and J? is the «^-module Fourier transform of the corresponding (by the "Riemann-Hilbert correspondence," the ^-module version of Hilbert's 21st Problem) object in the world of RS ("regular singular," the «^-module version of regular singularities in the sense of Fuchs for an ordinary differential equation) holonomic ^-modules. All the groups involved are semisimple, so they can be recovered if one knows their algebras of tensor invariants. But tensor product on the Fourier transform side is convolution on the other side. And "invariants" on the Fourier transform side is "stalk at the origin" on the other side. Both the notions of convolution and of "stalk at the origin" make sense "over Z." Now apply the standard semicontinuity results of /-adic life on schemes over Z to RfQ/ and to its multiple convolutions with itself, and use the fact that on the C-fiber all of this has a Riemann-Hilbert translation in the world of RS holonomic ^-modules. Q.E.D.
Remark. The hypothesis that G gal be semisimple is essential. Here is an example to show why. Take for V the subvariety of A 1 which consists of the point 1, i.e., V := Spec (Z[x]/(x-1)) , and ƒ the function " x." Then our family of exponential sums is simply t H* y/(t), and so the sheaf ^ ^ is -2J,. Therefore G %tomplj/ is the finite subgroup ju p of GL( 1 ). The corresponding «S^-module J? is the one given by the function e x , and its G x is GL( 1 ). So the theorem is false, but G al is still reductive. It is the smallest reductive group which contains almost all the G m 's, and for p » 0 both G geom and G gal have the same G°' der , and G geom maps onto every semisimple quotient of G gal . This can be shown to be the general pattern:
Theorem bis. ([Ka7, 14.10, 14.11 which is killed by the seventh order differential operator in
Once one is convinced by the analogy with exponential sums that this differential equation should have <7 gal the subgroup G 2 of SO (7), it turns out to be not difficult to prove it (cf. [Ka 7, 2.10.5, 2.10.6]). But I do not know why it is true. Thus our overall situation is this. We start with a conjecture of the form " X = Y ." Since we do not know that it is true, we test cases by separately computing the two sides. Whenever we can compute both sides, we find that they are both equal to the same Z. In doing this, we learn more than that X = Y is true: We learn that X = Z = Y with an explicit Z . In our proof of the conjecture in the first case, we prove that X = Y by proving, as it were, that X -Y = 0, without knowing either X or Y. But one also wants to know what the common value is. On the other hand, in the second case, we do not even know in what universe it could make sense to subtract X -Y.
This pretty much exhausts what I had hoped to explain here. In the remaining few minutes, I want to tie up a few loose ends.
First, there is the question of "unifying" the above discussion with what we did in the " y/ trivial" case, where we also saw that G m was independent of p > 0. There we had a lisse SF on a smooth curve Y/Z, and we were looking at the G gcom 's for the restrictions of ^ to the geometric fibers. By general /-adic facts, we knew that for p > 0, all these G m 's were the same as that for the complex fiber, i.e., for ^ on the complex curve Y c . Again by Riemann-Hilbert, as soon as we pick an isomorphism Q / « C, the local system ^ on Y c corresponds to an RS differential equation, say ^, on Y c . Because this ^ is RS, its G gal is equal to the G mono for 3^. So in the case of " y/ trivial" as well, the common value of the G m for p > 0 has a natural interpretation as the G gal of an associated differential equation.
Second, there is the question of finding a general conceptual framework in which to think about the variation with p of exponential sums on arbitrary schemes of finite type over Z. In the " y/ trivial" case, this framework is the theory of constructible /-adic sheaves (for the full theory one needs the /-adic derived category) on such schemes, and of Grothendieck's "six operations" operations (R f y, R f^ ,ƒ*,ƒ', ®, i?Hom) on them. What we need now is an over-world of this "classical" world, which is stable by the six operations, and which in addition contains one new object on A*/Z which gives rise to the sheaves «SL^ on the characteristic p fibers, and which gives rise to the «^-module for e x on the complex fiber. If we have such an object in such an over-world, call it E, then for any scheme X of finite type over Z, and any function ƒ on X, viewed as a map to A 1 , we can use ƒ to form the pullback /*E on X. This puUback on X will incarnate the sheaves o2^( /) on the characteristic p fibers of X/Z, and the ü?-module for e f(<x) on the C-fiber. Given a usual Aadic sheaf & (or a derived category object) on our X, and a morphism n: X -• Y of schemes of finite type over Z,
it would then make sense to form Rn^ 0/*E) on Y, which would incarnate Rn } (JF ® & ,p) on the characteristic p fibers, and the ^-module derived category object Rn^tF ®e*) on the C-fiber. So our over-world would contain all objects on Y of the form RnyfJ? ® /*E) for all diagrams
There is a simplification possible in forming Rn l (&'®f*E) on 7. Namely, we can factor the map n through n x ƒ, and the diagram becomes
So we should have
Rn,{9-®fK) = R(pr l \R{nxfU&-®f*K)
= Ripr^Rin x /),(^ ® (* X /)>r 2 )*E), which by the projection formula is
R{pr x \{R{n x f)^ ®{pr 2 )*TL).
Since the object as the y-group scheme A^ . This "calculus of the representing object" suggests a way we might begin to construct such an over-world. It should be a fibered category g 7 over the category of schemes of finite type over Z, whose objects on a scheme Y are all the classical objects on Y xA 1 :
Objects(gV) = Objects(£>J(7 x A 1 , Q / ) (1) For p » 0, the cohomology sheaves ^l (K p ) are lisse on [/ ® F , of some common rank r.. (2) The «^-module 3?
l (K c )\U c is a differential equation (i.e., ^f-locally free) of some rank s. on U c . (2) for/>»(), G èeom J:= the G geom for ^ (K p (û) its trace function, viewed as a continuous C-valued function on id . By Peter-Weyl, the C-span of these functions is uniformly dense in the space of continuous functions on id . Since a countable union of sets of measure zero is of measure zero, it suffices to show that for each fixed A, the set of x in X such that successively averaging over its sequence of angles correctly integrates the function f A (&) has measure one. For A the trivial representation, there is nothing to prove: Every single x "works." Suppose now that A is nontrivial (and fixed). We apply the strong law of large numbers to the sequence of independent functions f. on X given by y;W:=/ A (d(y,.,5,.,F.)), where x is the sequence (y.).. Since the function f A (û) on id has integral zero, A being irreducible nontrivial, what we must show is that outside a set of measure zero in X, the sequence \<i<N tends to zero as the integer N tends to oo.
The functions f. are bounded, by dim(A), so their variances are bounded, by (dim(A)) 2 . Just as in the main text, the Toeplitz lemma and the strong law of large numbers reduce us to showing that the expectations E(f t ) tend to zero. points z i at oo
As Swan conductors are nonnegative, and are sums of breaks, we get 0 < Swan z (A(^)) < dim(A)(biggest z t -break of A(^)).
As A(^ ) is a subquotient of some tensor power of ^ , its biggest z f -break is at most the biggest z f -break of ^ itself, which is in turn trivially bounded by Swan z (3^) , so we obtain the estimate 0 < Swan (AGO < dim(A) Swan {&). Here is a variant of the preceding result.
Fix an integer r > 1, a prime number / , an algebraic closure Q / of Q / , and an isomorphism of fields i: Q / « C. Let A^ be a finite extension of Q, ^ its ring of integers, iV> 1 an integer, and S the spectrum of <f K [l/N/] . Let Y/S be a smooth affine curve over S. We suppose that Y/S is of the form Y -D, for some proper smooth curve Y/S with geometrically connected fibers and a divisor D in 7 which is finite etale over S, of some constant degree d > 1. For each finite field F, and each F-valued point s in S(F), we denote by YJF the fiber of Y/S over the F-valued point s, and we fix a geometric point ^ of Y s . Suppose that for each finite field F, and each F-valued point s in 5(F), we are given a lisse of rank rQ / -sheaf ^ on Y s which is j-pure of weight zero, and which satisfies the hypothesis (Hyp): Under the representation />,:*,(r"€,)-GL(.%) which ir "is," />,(*,(r"£,)) C G geomJ . (Here G geom> , denotes the Zariski closure in GL(^) of p s (nf om (Y s , £,)).)
We suppose that there exists a reductive algebraic subgroup G of GL(r, Q^.), an integer M > 1, and for each (F, s in 5(F)) as above, an isomorphism ^ « (Q/) r sucn that
(1) |* C (F,® F F,^)|<M.
(2) Via the given isomorphism «^ « (Q x ) f , (?"",", . c G (inclusion of subgroups of GL(r, Q / )). Proof. The proof is essentially unchanged. One need only remark that for fixed A, the bounds for E(f i ) established above remain valid for all but the finitely many values of / for which p t < M A , and consequently the E(f i ) tend to zero. Q.E.D.
